
Spider on the Floor 
There’s a spider on the floor, on 
the floor There’s a spider on the 

floor, on the floor There’s a spider 
on the floor and he’s coming 

through the door 
There’s a spider on the floor, on the 

floor. 
Now the spider’s on my knee and 

she’s    looking right at me.. 
Now the spider’s on my tummy and 

I think I want my mummy        
Now the spider’s on my arm and he 

won’t do any harm…. 
 
 

5 Fat Fireworks 
Five fat fireworks, 
Five fat fireworks 

Five fat fireworks standing in a row 
And one’s about to go! 

Whoosh BANG! 
5 4 3 2 1 …. 

 
 

Divali 
It’s Divali festival of light 

All the divas twinkle in the night 
Eid Mubarak happy new year 
We’re so happy Divali’s here 

Its Dival festival of light…. 
 
 

Build a Bonfire 
Build a bonfire, build a bonfire, 

Put the branches on the top 
Put the chestnuts in the middle 

and listen for the pop…POP 
 
 

Hurry Squirrels 
Hurry squirrels, don’t be slow 

Winter’s coming, don’t you know 
Scamper, scamper all around 
Bury treasure in the ground 

Hurry squirrels don’t be slow 
Winter’s coming, don’t you know 

 
Bear is Sleeping 

Bear is sleeping, bear is sleeping 
In the cave, in the cave 

I wonder when he’ll wake up 
I wonder when he’ll wake up 

In the spring, in the spring 
 

Hedgehog’s sleeping, 
Hedgehog’s sleeping In the 

tree, in the tree I wonder when 
she’ll come out. I wonder when 

she’ll come out? In the spring, in the 
spring 

 
Birds are flying, birds are flying 

In the sky, in the sky. 
I wonder when they'll come back, I 

wonder when they'll come back, 
In the spring, in the spring 

 
 

It’s time to fly 
It’s time to fly into the sky 

It’s time to go far away 
So spread your wings 

And fly, fly, fly, fly,  
Little bird goodbye  
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Hibernation 

Sung to “Alouhette” 
Hibernation, time for hibernation 
Hibernation, time to go to sleep 
In the winter where’s the bear?  

Sleeping in it’s log or lair? 
Where’s the bear? Log or air? 

Hibernation, time for hibernation 
Hibernation, time to go to sleep 

 
In the winter where's the frog? 

Sleeping by a pond or log. 
 

In the winter where's the snake? 
In the mud beneath the lake. 

 
In the winter where's the bat? 

In a cave is where its at. 
 
 

Marching in the snow 
(Autumn and winter songs Niki 

Davies)  
Marching in the snow, marching in 

the  snow 
Making footprints as we go        

Marching left, marching right   
Knees up off we go marching in the 

snow 
 

Laughing loudly as we go 
Marching up, marching down 

Singing loudly as we go 
Marching fast, marching slow 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Put your coat on 

(Autumn and winter songs Niki 
Davies)  

Put your coat on, put your coat on 
And make yourself nice and cosy 
Put your coat on put your coat on 

And come on outside to play 
 

Hat, scarf, boots, gloves 
 
 
 
 
 


